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{audio}http://angry-gamers.com/music/omt.mp3{/audio}
(For copyright reasons I can't make this song available for download, sorry!)

  

For those of you who've been lucky enough to see TRON: Legacy while it's still in theaters (I
saw it, two words: fucking EPIC!
) then you probably know about the amazing soundtrack crafted by the talented artists known as
Daft Punk... But what I bet you 
didn't
know (heck, even I didn't till someone told me today!) is that TRON wasn't DP's first appearance
on a movie soundtrack... actually I'm not 100% sure this other movie is either, but it did come
first!

  

(If you want to hear more about it, hit the jump to see more, including the music video that this
song had in that movie!)

  

      

  

Okay, so Daft Punk's first movie appearance was actually a collaboration between them and
Leiji Matsumoto, an animated feature called Interstella 5555. Basically it's about an
interplanetary rock group that gets captured and forced to hide their identities... what's
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interesting about this movie is there's no dialog. Which is good for people who hate
poorly-tranlslated anime, kinda hard to screw up dialog that isn't there, huh?!

  

But you do get to hear them sing, in the form of Daft Punk's music -- like this video for my
featured song, One More Time:

             

  

Fortunately (or unfortunately, if you like Daft Punk) the movie's only about an hour long... but if
you liked what you see here I suggest tracking it down and checking it out!

  

(Also! As they're the main musicians behind the movie soundtrack, keep an eye out for them to
actually make a cameo in the movie! I saw at least one scene where you can find them, and
possibly another!! )
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